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KMHD 89.1 FM is formatted as a jazz music station with both national and local music programming. Its largest 
population is in the Portland Metropolitan area. Apart from music, KMHD broadcasts thematic programming, 
interviews and other information to serve listeners with the most pertinent issues of the day with updates as 
necessary. 
 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 
 
Interview segments are occasionally produced (COVID safety protocols allowing) and created within most music 
programs on KMHD throughout the weekly schedule. These segments vary in length and topic. Programs where 
interviews are aired include: Blue In Green, First Light, New Jazz for Lunch, Rare Jazz for Lunch, Takin’ Off and The 
Morning Session. 
 
In-house KMHD specialty shows like Bright Moments and The Brazilian Beat also often include programming 
relating to non-music issues of the day. 
 
Thematic programming also includes programs where the primary format has been pre-empted to cover issues, 
events and themes that are of interest to our audience and community. 
 
Philosophy Talk is a weekly, one-hour radio series aired 3:00 – 4:00 am Mondays. It is produced by Ben Manilla 
Productions. The hosts, Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol, have a down-to-earth and no-nonsense approach that 
brings the richness of philosophic thought to everyday subjects.  

 
 

ISSUE TOPICS 
Aging and Retirement Education Race, Identity and Culture 
Agriculture and Environment Immigration and Refugees Religion 
Arts and Entertainment Medicine and Health Science and Technology 
Business, Economics and Finance Military, War and Veterans  
Crime and Law Enforcement Politics and Government  
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Arts and Entertainment 
 

Program     Date 
Approx. 

Time 
Length Topic 

Bright Moments 10/03/23 7-9p 1:59 Host Lynn Darroch programmed a show about the history and evolution of the 
jazz guitar, both in technique and construction. Included an interview with 
guitarist and composer Ben Graves about his new album. 

Blue In Green 10/05/23 10a-Noon 0:59 Host interviewed Wynton Marsalis discussed the dynamics of leading, tourning 
and working within a “big band” format. 

Bright Moments 10/10/23 7-9p 1:59 Host Lynn Darroch programmed a show featuring tributes and other 
celebrations of mentors and heroes that honor historical signifigance while still 
capturing the contemporary experience. Includes an interview with Darrell 
Grant about his new album “Our Mr.Jackson.” 

First Light 10/14/23   10-11a   :59 Host interviewed Kieffer about the midset of creativity, the importance of 
personal expression in public facing art, and the relationship between 
improvisation and technique. 

Philosophy Talk 10/23/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol interview Nobel Prize-winning poet 
Louise Glück, author of American Originality: Essays on Poetry about why poetry 
matters. 

Philosophy Talk 10/30/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol discussed if there is a place in democratic 
society for comedy that finds humor in people's deepest identities? 

Bright Moments 11/07/23 9-11p 1:59 Host Lynn Darroch interviewed Dan Balmer about his new album, the history of 
the Portland Jazz scene and his reflections on a long and varied career. 

The Brazillian Beat 12/04/23 7-9p 1:59 Host Allen Thayer programmed a themed show celebrating the life and work of 
artists who passed away in 2023. 

Takin’ Off 12/06/23 3-4p 0:59 Host interviewed Butcher Brown about the art of collaboration. 

Bright Moments 12/10/23 7-9p 1:59 Host Lynn Darroch programmed a themed show show exploring the emotional 
impact of music on the human mindset as a means of energizing, comforting 
and pacifying. 

New Jazz for Lunch 12/13/23 Noon-1p 0:59 Host interviewed Charlie Brown III about their annual holiday concert and the 
dynamics of working within a “big band” format in the modern age. 

Morning Session 12/15/23 9-10a 0:59 Host interviewed Domo Branch about their annual holiday concert and the rich 
community of Oregon-raised jazz musicians. 

Bright Moments 12/17/23 9-11p 1:59 Host Lynn Darroch interviewed George Colligan about the poems of America’s 
first published poet of African descent, Phyllis Wheatley, an enslaved person 
whose work kindled a flame that illuminated the heights to which education and 
freedom would allow her people to ascend. 

Philosophy Talk 12/18/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol discussed if games just a fun pastime, or 
is there something more important about them 

 
Science and Technology 

 

Program Date 
Approx. 

Time 
Length Topic 

Philosophy Talk 12/11/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol discussed the “Climate Change Mindset” 
with scientist Michael Ranney, head of the Reasoning Research Group at UC 
Berkeley, regarding the phenomina of people who are skeptical of or flat-out 
deny climate change despite scientific proof.  
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Immigration and Refugees 
 

Program Date 
Approx. 

Time 
Length Topic 

Philosophy Talk 10/09/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol discussed if ethnic or cultural identity 
ever be considered in any country’s immigration policy. 

 

 
Politics and Government 

 

Program Date 
Approx. 

Time 
Length Topic 

     

Philosophy Talk 10/02/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol interview Matthew Specter from Central 
Connecticut State University, author of Habermas: An Intellectual Biography, 
regarding Habermas’ theory that the adoption of rational communication can 
lead to the ultimate democratization of society and consensus. 

Philosophy Talk 10/09/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol discussed if ethnic or cultural identity 
ever be considered in any country’s immigration policy. 

Philosophy Talk 10/16/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol discussed What would it mean to assign 
legal or moral responsibility to algorithms (A.I.)  in human form. 

Philosophy Talk 11/06/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol discussed the politics of architecture.. 

Philosophy Talk 11/13/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol discussed the advent of “alternative 
facts”, disinformation and these trends impacts on the future of democracy.  

Philosophy Talk 11/20/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol interview Michael Lynch from the 
University of Connecticut, author of Know-It-All Society: Truth and Arrogance in 
Political Culture about the seemingly persistant allure of Authoritarianism 

 
Race, Identity and Culture 

 

Program Date 
Approx. 

Time 
Length Topic 

Bright Moments 11/12/23 9-11p 1:59 Host Lynn Darroch programmed a themed show exploring jazz as an expression 
and reflection of the survival skills Black Americans have always needed: the will 
to persevere, the ability to improvise, and affirmation in the face of adversity. 

Philosophy Talk 11/13/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol interview Francesca Trivellato from the 
Institute for Advanced Study, editor of Jews in Early Modern Europe about 
modern antisemitism: the connection between older ideas about Jews and 
Judaism, and contemporary antisemitic tropes and stereotypes 

Bright Moments 11/19/23 9-11p 1:59 Host Lynn Darroch programmed a themed show exploring the lives and work of 
indigenous Jazz musicians. 

Philosophy Talk 12/04/23 3-4a 0:59 Co-hosts Josh Landy and Jeremy Sabol interview Neil van Leeuwen from Georgia 
State University, author of Religion as Make-Believe about the difference 
between ordinary factual belief and religious belief and what role people's 
religious credences play in shaping their social identities.  
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